Nebraska Takes Fight Out of Illini With Pass Defense, DuBose Runs

Spinks Foils Holmes in Boxing First

UNO’s Buda Blames Inconsistency for Loss

Brother Beat May Be First For Huskers

By Terry Hosier

By Jerry Fickie

By Bob Sibert

The Huskers’ Ship Is Alight Again

Mike Reilly / Sports Editor
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White as the snowman, wide as the acorn—wearing a denim coat and leather boots, a white bandanna tied around his neck, and a black hat with a red band, Nebraska’s superpowerful offensive tackle, Frank Reedy, marches through the crowd.

Reedy, 6-2, 285 pounds, is the physical specimen that is feared by every opponent of the Husker football team. His strength and size make him a dominating presence on the field.

Reedy is a senior at Lincoln South High School and he plans to attend college after his senior year. He has been playing football since he was in grade school and has been a letterman for the past three years.

The Huskers are off to a 4-0 start this season and are currently ranked 29th in the national polls. They face Iowa next week in what is shaping up to be a key game in the Big Eight conference.
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